DATA SHEET
COMMUNITY AND
ENTERPRISE EDITIONS
Available as both Free
Open Source Software
option and commercial
Enterprise Edition, OpenAudIT provides the targeted
features needed to audit
every environment.
DETAILED INVENTORY
No other IT auditing
platform offers as detailed
an inventory; grouping,
collating, and translating
data into easy to consume
information.
SECURITY BASE LINE
REPORTING
You are empowered to see
what devices have changed,
when the change occurred
and (where possible) who
made the change.
DATA EXPORT/IMPORT
Inventory data is readily
exportable in a variety of
formats including XML, CSV,
JSON, HTML, plain text, etc.
Importing and exporting
data to and from other
management systems is a
simple task leveraging Open
AudIT’s powerful open data
import tools.

DOWNLOAD NOW

OPEN-AUDIT ENTERPRISE

Network Discovery and Auditing

“What’s on your network?”

Not sure what is on your network? Still using an Excel workbook to track
devices and licensed products? You are not alone.
Save yourself time and effort with Open-AudIT Enterprise (OAE), the
commercially supported version of the hugely popular open source project,
Open-AudIT.
With a smoother front-end, better business-focused reporting, and
expanded support for a wider range of devices, including AIX and ESXi.
OAE is the only tool you’ll want to audit your network.
Using the proven and powerful, agent-free framework, OAE will audit
your network daily with no impact to the user experience. OAE’s device
discovery engine rapidly scans an organization’s network and intelligently
stores the configurations of every discovered component. A powerful
reporting framework presents information such as software licensing,
configuration changes, non-authorized devices, capacity utilization, and
hardware warranty status (amongst others).
Integration has also been enabled to Opmantek’s flagship product, NMIS,
so gathering device information alongside performance statics and
configuration data has never been easier.
OAE does not require a dedicated server, just a Windows or Linux machine
to be installed to. It can even run on desktop versions of both Windows and
Linux. A bundled Virtual Appliance, with Open-AudIT Enterprise and NMIS,
is also available for download via the Opmantek website.
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